CBSE CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE, BENGALURU
Report 2 of Pedagogical Leadership Training (Phase I & II)

Name of the Number of Descriptors
Participant( APP
chosen
Principal)
Presentation
s Done

Actionables

What were the 3
Where do they
major take aways need more
for participants
support

Indira
Three
Vijaykumar

1. Invovlement of Teachers in
School Training , CBSE
Trainings & Professional
trainings.
2. Creating
Learning Groups and Sharing
best instructional practice.
3. Encouraging self learning
creative techniques.

Teachers
creativity,
mututal
discussion
amoung peer staff
was initiated

1. Engaging
Teachers
Professional
Developement.

Involvement
among their peer
group and
attending
workshops.

2. Developing a
learning culture.

1. Formulating policies for a
teaching learning & health care.
2. Regular assessments to
jurdge the level of
implementation and growth
obtained.
3. Creating a conducive learning
environment

Best practice and
instructional
methods, self
assessment and
integration of
curriculum with
better learning
styles.

With regular
meetings and
discussions
during the
Academic Year
needed for self
invovlement and
appraisal.

3. Leading Teaching &
Learning Process

The quick
responsive action
within the time
1. Deep thinking with insights
limit,
in lesson preparation.
implementing the
2. Adopting innovative and
desired methods
creative learning methods.
to update their
3. Self observation and
teaching
assessment of their novel
strategies methods of Teaching - Learning Creative ,
process.
Experiential
enquiry based
learning .

Regular
discussions in
upgrading their
creative methods
,guidance in self
observation.

Please share the
feedback of the
participnts as to
how the training
empowered them
as Leaders (Please
specify the
area/s).
(Summarize and
share)

What
change/modificati
on would
you/they suggest
in the present
mode of training
(If Any)

The Teachers were
able to extend
their mutual
involvement in all
sections to
upgrade their
professional
developement.

Trainings if they
are conducted on
Priortoracation, i.e
immediately after
Exam.

Regular meetings
and discussionsthe Pro's & Cons
helped in bringing
a clear picture for
implementing
their actions.

The team was able
to implement
around 50% of the
actionables and
where they faced
hitches individual
help guidance was
shared with them.

